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On the Algebraic L-Theory of Semisimple Rings 
Let t-,(-d), c7,,(Ad) be the algebraic I,-groups ofa ring lvitli illvO~Uti(Jl~ .-/ 
defined for n(mod 4) [3]. Thus Kit’;“,‘,,, (resp. ~;:~:~,,) is the \\.itt group of 
nonsingular ( -)‘quadratic ~~:~$i,,,S over A involving f.g. projective (resp. f.g. 
free) A-modules. Here, aformation isa nonsingular ( -)iquadratic form togethel 
with an ordered pair of maximally self-orthogonal direct summands. I-.,, , (.-I) 
can be interpreted as agroup of stable automorphisms of nonsingular ( )7qu:l- 
dratic forms over .J. 
The main result [2, Theorem 3.1 J concerns L’zi + 1(.4) for scmisimplc :I. 
It may he proved and generalized as follows. 
Z’J-oc$ A semisimple ring .-I is characterized by the property that cx cl-y short 
exact sequence of .-I-modules splits [l , Thcorcm 111.1.5]. 3n particular, ewr! 
submodule of an A-module is a direct summand, and it is now immediate from 
[3, Theorem 2.31 that r:,; .,(--1) 0. The expression for i,, ,(.A) ma! Ix 
deduced from the rclc\-ant part of the exact sequence of [3, Theorem 3.31 
‘I’hc reduced ‘Tatc ohomology group is defined b> 
Z?“(Z,; zQ.4)) : ([PI E z?,,(A) 1 [P*] =-= [P])/{[Q] -t[Q”] ! [Q] i K,,(A)), 
with &,(A) the reduced projective class group and PI+ P* == Hom,,(P, A) the 
duality operation E.g. projective A-modules P. 
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